Sounding the alarm: a post-COVID-19 curve for
suicide
Preliminary results from systems modelling:
North Coast Primary Health Network

Brain and Mind Centre

Background
The results presented below have been generated from a system
dynamics model to support mental health services planning and
suicide prevention in the North Coast NSW region.
The model was developed in partnership with the North Coast
Primary Health Network and will contribute to work being undertaken
by the North Coast Collective, an approach which seeks to embed a
regional collaborative model in addressing mental health needs
across the continuum. In addition to health service providers, the
Collective involves range of community stakeholders including people
with lived experience of mental ill-health and suicidal behaviour.
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Systems modelling and simulation

Early work sounding the alarm
The national implications were derived from preliminary results from indicative
regional models where we ran two scenarios:
o Scenario 1: A Conservative scenario that assumes an unemployment
rate of 11.1%, with youth unemployment reaching 24.0% (and at 10%
reduction in social connectedness)
o Scenario 2: A more pessimistic scenario that assumes the unemployment
rate will reach as high as 15.9%, with youth unemployment reaching
34.8% (with a 20% reduction in social connectedness)
As an example: The outputs of the North Coast model estimated the following:
• Suicide deaths in the region would increase by 23% (that’s an additional
113 deaths) over the next five years under the conservative scenario. This
could get as high as a 53% increase in suicide deaths (an additional 261
deaths) under the more pessimistic estimates of unemployment.
• Suicide attempts (self-harm hospitalisations) in the region would increase by
20.4% (that’s an additional 1,289) self-harm hospitalisations under the
conservative scenario. This could get as high as a 46.9% increase in selfharm hospitalisations (an additional 2,959 hospitalisations) under the more
pessimistic scenario over the next 5 years
• Mental health related Emergency Department presentations in the region
would increase 15.2% (that’s an additional 6,482 mental health related ED
presentations) over the next five years under the conservative scenario. This
could get as high as 34.5% (an additional 14,770 mental health related ED
presentations) in the region over the next 5 years which will have broader
impacts on the health system.

To re-purpose existing detailed and robust mental health systems models to
support decision making nationally (as the Doherty Institute did for COVID-19)
and for other regional hotspots around Australia requires a serious national
commitment and investment.
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Why systems modelling?
Pathways from the economy, to economic recession,
to population and youth mental health and
wellbeing and interactions with the mental health
systems are complex. Systems modelling offers a
unique and important tool for systems analysis to
support decision making for complex problems.
Model development leverages disparate datasets,
research evidence and our best understanding of
system structure and the behaviors of system actors
in a systematic and disciplined way. Applications of
systems modelling to provide improved decision
support capability for policy agencies in the health

and social sectors have demonstrated their utility
and value Through interactive interfaces, systems
models allow decision makers and stakeholders to
alter assumptions, turn interventions on/off, scale
them up and down, stagger their implementation
and forecast how different combinations of
policies, programs, services, and incentives will
play out over the short and long term across a
range of outcomes. Integrating economic
components within systems models also allows cost
effectiveness/utility and cost benefit outcomes for
alternative scenarios to be explored.

Post-COVID: Scenario 1 - Unemployment rate 11.1% (total population) and
24% youth unemployment
Post-COVID: Scenario 2 - Unemployment rate 15.9% (total population) and
34.8% youth unemployment
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